GRIPLOCK CONNECTOR

The Oil States GripLock Connector (GLC) is a mechanical pipe end connector used for subsea pipeline repairs, re-routes and abandonment projects. The GLC utilizes collet grips that mechanically attach to a pipe and create a permanent, structural flanged end on the pipe.

The GripLock uses standard, dual-barrier Viton seals to deliver long-term integrity and comes equipped with a test port to verify the annulus seal. Fast, reliable “single-set” design actuates grips and seals simultaneously.

Available inventory ranges from 2” thru 30” for expedited delivery.
Key Benefits
- Reversible collet grips assure sound structural attachment to the pipe
- Standard dual barrier Viton seals provide long-term integrity
- Fast, reliable “single-set” simultaneous seal and grip actuation
- Inboard seals and outboard grips for NACE compliance
- Integrated annulus seal test feature
- NACE pressure-containing components
- Excellent pipe ovality tolerance
- ASME Sec VIII Div 1, 2 and API 6H compliant designs

Applications
- Pipeline repair operations - shallow, diver assist

Services
- Engineering design
- Testing - FAT, SIT qualification
- Coatings
- Installation technical assistance

Oil States Subsea Pipeline Systems
Oil States’ Houston-based Subsea Pipeline Systems division designs, manufactures and markets proprietary deepwater and shallow water pipeline connectors for subsea pipeline construction, repair and expansion projects.